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QUESTION 1

How does flow data contribute to the Asset Database? 

A. Correlated Flows are used to populate the Asset Database. 

B. It provides administrators visibility on how systems are communicating on the network. 

C. Flows are used to enrich the Asset Database except for the assets that were discovered by scanners. 

D. It delivers vulnerability and ports information collected from scanners responsible for evaluating network assets. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two benefits of using a netflow flow source? (Choose two.) 

A. They can include data payload. 

B. They can include router interface information. 

C. They can include usernames involved in the flow. 

D. They can include ASN numbers of remote addresses. 

E. They can include authentication methods used to access the network. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://developer.ibm.com/qradar/2018/01/09/qradar-flow-faq/ 

 

QUESTION 3

What is indicated by an event on an existing log in QRadar that has a Low Level Category of "Unknown"? 

A. That event could not be parsed 

B. That event arrived out of order from the original device 

C. That event was from a device that is not supported by QRadar 

D. That the event was parsed, but not mapped to an existing QRadar category 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSKMKU/com.ibm.dsm.doc/
c_DSM_guide_UniversalLEEF_eventmap.html#c_dsm_guide_universalleef_eventmap 
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QUESTION 4

What is the definition of asset profile on QRadar? 

A. It is any network endpoint that sends or receives data across a network infrastructure. 

B. It is all the information that IBM Security QRadar SIEM collected over time about a specific asset. 

C. It is the information servers and hosts in a network provide to assist users when resolving security issues. 

D. It is an application used to configure and distribute settings to devices and computers in an organization, school, or
business. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS42VS_7.2.6/com.ibm.qradar.doc/
c_qradar_ug_asset_prof_about.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which flow fields should be used to determine how long a session has been active on a network? 

A. Start time and end time 

B. Start time and storage time 

C. Start time and last packet time 

D. Last packet time and storage time 

Correct Answer: C 

Flow timestamps are created as traffic are detected and recored by the QRadar Flow Collector. Some flows can last
seconds, ie, an email message, file upload, etc, while others may far longer - minutes, hours, or even days, such as an
interactive remote session, audio/video stream (Netflix, voip call), or database application connection. As these
sessions/flows continue over time, they are reported into the system. The original "start time" for each session remains
the same, when first detected, while the "last packet time" will update as time passes. The best way to see this is to
search for the two ip addresses involved in the session/flow, then search over a longer time window ?you should see
multiple records, one that ends for each minute that the session was active. Each minute will also have the byte and
packet count, for each minute the flow was active. Reference: https://developer.ibm.com/qradar/2018/01/09/qradar-flow-
faq/ 
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